
 

 

PRESS RELEASE 

 

MONDO TV GROUP: Mondo TV announced the extension of the co-production with 

Russian Mobile Television of “Cat Leo” 

 

Rome, 7 May 2013 – following to the agreement announced on 24 May 2012 and 

closed by Mondo TV S.p.A. with the TV operator Russian Mobile Television LLC 

(“RMT”), for the co-production and distribution of an animated 2D TV series based on 

the Russian property “Cat Leopold”, to be initially composed of 13 episodes about 13 

minutes each, Mondo TV announced now to have closed a further agreement with 

RMT for the co-production of further 13 episodes of 13 minutes each of the same 

series. The new agreement sets forth also an option for RMT for the production of 

further 26 episodes to be developed, produced and completed in the years 2014, 2015 

and 2016. 

 

The new agreement confirms the role of Mondo TV as executive producer of the 

cartoons. RMT shall contribute to the budget by paying a portion thereof equal to US 

dollars 1.014.000 for the first 26 episodes, and a further amount of US dollars 

1.014.000  in the event of production of further 26 episodes. Further to the above 

contribution, Mondo TV will have a share of the revenues deriving from the 

exploitation of the series worldwide deriving from the exploitation on all media and 

the distribution of licensing and merchandising.  

 

For a period of 5 years after the first broadcast in Russia, Mondo TV will be responsible 

for TV and home video distribution and, through its Consumer Products division, for 

the exploitation of licensing and merchandising worldwide (except for Russia and 

U.S.A.). 

 

“Cat Leopold” is a classic property in the Russian animation which, starting from the 

late 70’s, had a great and continuing success, and presents huge possibilities in the 

licensing and merchandising sector in the whole region. 

 

Mr. Matteo Corradi, Managing Director of Mondo TV, said: “We are satisfied by this 

new agreement which is a recognition of the good job made up to date on the first 13 

episodes. The Russian market offers interesting opportunities for the Mondo TV 

Group, and having such a famous and beloved property in that area as Cat Leopold, 

will allow us to present ourselves with high credit also in the field of co-productions”. 



 

 

  

Mondo TV, listed in the Star segment of Borsa Italiana, has its registered office in Rome and is a Group 
made up of four companies; the Group is a leader in Italy and among the primary European operators in 
the production and distribution of television series and cartoon films for TV and the cinema, and is active in 
the related sectors (audiovisual and musical distribution, licensing, media, publishing and merchandising). 
For further information on Mondo TV, visit www.mondotv.it. 
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